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ABSTRACT MAX 350 WORDS + KEYWORDS
The communication aims to reconstruct, through varied types of historical and artistic
testimonies, the long relationship of care and maintenance that animals have received from
man over time, and so portraying the journey of veterinary sciences through the use of art.
To this end, some themes have been highlighted that mark this relationship, showing how
at various levels the search for animal wellbeing and healthcare has brought together artistic
requests and scientific interests. First of all, the evolution of the figure of the veterinarian is
examined, represented both as a celebrated author of texts and as a doctor of animals
engaged in work; theory and practice alternate in these different representations,
transmitting the dual soul of this figure, whilst further linked to implications of the
religiosity of the time.
Therefore, attention is turned to the discipline of anatomy as its development and
diffusion in the scientific field was made possible as a result of the support of artistic
iconography, often of remarkable quality. Teratology has always provided fascination and
curiosity in man to the point of transcending into myth, so the authors here propose an
iconography that uses various artistic expressions in the service of scientific representation.
Finally, didactic plastic is taken into consideration with its refined technical solutions, at
times proving to be of significant charm and fascination. Focus is given to images which
would have been lost during periods when photography was lacking and techniques of
preservation in “fresco” were left to chance, but which today fascinate those who observe
them.
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